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Abstract 

No clear consensus exists in the scientific community of what constitutes efficient dual-

tasking abilities. Moreover, the training of executive components has been given increased 

attention in the literature in recent years. Investigating transferability of cognitive training in 

a complex task setting, thirty subjects practiced for five days on a Name-Tag task (controls) 

or a Dual N-Back task (experimental), subsequently being tested on two transfer tasks; the 

Automated Operation Span and a dual task (Trail Making task + Mathematical Addition 

task). Dual N-Back training previously transferred to unrelated intelligence tests and in this 

study is assumed to rely primarily on executive attention. Executive attention, functioning to 

resolve interference and maintaining task-relevant information in working memory, has 

previously been linked to fluid intelligence and to dual-tasking. However, no transfer effects 

were revealed. The length of training may have been too short to reveal any such effects. 

However, the three complex tasks correlated significantly, suggesting common resources, and 

therefore having potentials as transfer tasks. Notably, subjects with the highest task-specific 

improvements performed worse on the transfer tasks than subjects improving less, suggesting 

that task-specific gains do not directly correlate with any transfer effect. At present, if transfer 

exists in these settings, data implies that five days of training is insufficient for a transfer to 

occur. Important questions for future research relates to the necessary conditions for transfer 

to occur, such as the amount of training, neural correlates, attention, and motivation. 

Key words: dual task, transfer, executive attention, working memory, dual n-back, 

automated operation span
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Introduction 

In our everyday activities we often encounter multitask situations, or dual task and time-

sharing situations as it is often referred to in the literature. Common examples include driving 

while talking on the phone, preparing dinner while involved in a conversation, or listening 

while reading, to name a few. In order to be successful in such situations behavior must be 

coordinated. Normally there are substantial sacrifices when performing two tasks 

simultaneously regardless of the complexity of the task (Dux et al., 2009), such as a slowing 

of response time or an increased rate of errors. Depending on the particular tasks involved in 

a situation, various cognitive processes are required, e.g., switching of attention, inhibition, 

planning, rule following, working memory (WM), or prospective memory (Thoma, Koch, 

Heyder, Schwarz, & Daum, 2008). Now, a useful distinction between an executive 

component and an executive function should be made. While an executive component has 

some specialized function, e.g. updating information in WM, an executive function is a 

broader concept, being goal-directed and guiding behavior, and may be regarded as more 

general as it may draw upon several underlying components (Hedden & Yoon, 2006). 

Multitasking could be considered an executive function essential for the successful execution 

of behavior in situations where two or more tasks must be coordinated in either a 

simultaneous or sequential fashion (Thoma et al., 2008). 

Investigating training and transfer in complex tasks is important for several reasons. 

First, as mentioned in the opening lines of this paper, dual-tasking is common in everyday 

life, hitherto it is not clear what constitutes efficient performance in such situations. 

Secondly, understanding cognitive training may benefit such diverse groups as children and 

neurological patients. Thirdly, there is no clear consensus under what conditions successful 

training and transfer occur. 
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In order to understand human cognition in complex tasks, such as dual-tasking, it is 

crucial to understand the concept of WM and its relation to attention; hence this is a logical 

starting point for reviewing the relevant literature. 

Theories of Working Memory 

Central executive. One of the most influential theories of WM is the Baddeley and 

Hitch model of WM (Baddeley, 2000). Originally, the model included the phonological loop 

for storing auditory and verbal information, and the visuo-spatial sketchpad for storing visual 

and spatial information, and the central executive (CE) serving as an attentional control 

system. The phonological loop may further be divided into two subcomponents (Repovs & 

Baddeley, 2006). The first part is a limited-capacity phonological store, keeping active 

acoustic or phonological memory traces over a few seconds before the traces decay. The 

other part involves rehearsal processes necessary to keep active any memory trace in the 

phonological store over a longer time-span. The phonological store in turn, is limited to the 

number of items that can be articulated and rehearsed before the actual trace decays. 

Similarly, the visuospatial sketchpad may be divided into subcomponents, one visual and one 

spatial subsystem, both having their respective stores and rehearsal processes (Repovs & 

Baddeley, 2006). Worth mentioning is that the theory of WM focuses on visual and auditory 

information only, making no specific notion of other sensory modalities, such as smell, taste, 

or touch. The last component to be added to the model was the episodic buffer (Baddeley, 

2000), being a limited-resource temporary storage able to integrate information from several 

sources into a multi-dimensional code, and is controlled by the CE. The role of the CE is to 

retrieve information open to conscious awareness and also monitoring and modifying that 

information (Baddeley, 2000). In recent years however, several distinct components of the 

CE have been well established, including the shifting, updating, and inhibition components 

(Colette & Van der Linden, 2002).  
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Extensive research has investigated the neural correlates of WM. Findings suggest the 

same regions in the parietal cortex processing perceptual information as being the sites for 

storing information in WM. Normally, perceptual information quickly decays without 

rehearsal, hence, rehearsal processes of WM recruit selective attention networks in frontal 

and parietal areas to maintain activation (Jondies, Lacey, & Nee, 2005).  

Executive attention. Engle and Kane (2004) presented their theory of WM based on 

investigations of individual differences in working memory capacity (WMC). They viewed 

their approach as being similar to Baddeley’s model, although the latter emphasizes the 

structure of the WM system whereas they themselves emphasize its function (however, see 

Repovs & Baddeley, 2006, for a functional approach of the original WM model). Engle and 

Kane’s model of WM contains three main components: (a) Short-term memory (STM) 

consists of activated long-term memory (LTM) traces, (b) individual rehearsal processes and 

strategies for maintaining STM activation, and (c) executive attention. Executive attention, 

previously named controlled attention, is responsible for the maintenance of goals, stimulus 

and contextual information, when there is conflict or interference, and is the most crucial 

element of high WMC. “Thus, we assume that individual differences in WMC are not really 

about memory storage per se, but about executive control in maintaining goal-relevant 

information in a highly active, accessible state under conditions of interference or 

competition.” (Engle & Kane, 2004, p. 149). In other words, willful maintenance of attention 

while avoiding distraction is a crucial element of the theory, hence executive or controlled 

attention.  Moreover, WMC is being looked upon by Engle and Kane (2004) as domain 

general and important for complex tasks across different modalities and processes. On the 

one hand there are simple span tasks assumed to rely primarily on domain-specific STM 

rehearsal processes while, according to the authors, to a lesser degree on attention. Complex 

span tasks, on the other hand, are assumed to primarily rely on executive attention more than 
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on domain-specific STM considering that the information must be maintained when 

secondary tasks, shifting attention, or proactive interference are involved. Thus, WMC is 

essential in cognitive tasks where controlled attention is required and has been found to 

predict abilities involving numerous higher-order functions and is moreover assumed to relate 

to general fluid intelligence (Gf) (Engle & Kane, 2004). 

Using structural equation modeling, Engle, Tuholski, Laughlin, and Conway (1999) 

found correlations between certain tests and WM, and others with STM. Furthermore, WM 

correlated with STM and with Gf. They argued that the relationship between WM and Gf is 

primarily through controlled attention. 

 Several studies have supported the view that high-span subjects differ qualitatively in 

certain respects. By dividing participants into high and low-span groups according to 

performance on the Operation Span Task (OSPAN) involving mathematical calculations and 

word memory recall, Kane and Engle (2003) found individual differences in Stroop task 

performance. In Stroop tasks, preprogrammed response tendencies of reading printed words 

must be inhibited in favor of naming the printed color of words, hence requiring conflict 

resolution. More specifically, low spans exhibited goal neglect, making more errors in trials 

where 80% of words were congruent, an indication of unsuccessful maintenance of 

appropriate task goals in WM. Moreover, low spans had higher response-time interference on 

trials with 0-20% congruent items.  

In addition, brain-imaging has provided evidence for anterior cingulate cortex (ACC) 

and dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (DLPFC) involvement in Stroop tasks. An event-related 

potential (ERP) peaking 800 ms before stimulus onset in fronto-polar to fronto-central 

regions predict correct trials and is probably related to successful maintenance of task goals 

in the DLPFC (West & Alain, 2000). Another ERP originating in fronto-polar regions peaks 

at around 500 ms after stimulus onset (West & Alain, 1999) and is assumed to reflect conflict 
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resolution in the ACC (Kane & Engle, 2003). A recent imaging study by Kim, Kroger, and 

Kim (2011) found differences within the ACC depending on the presence of perceptual or 

response conflict, proposing that the caudal dorsal ACC detects perceptual conflicts whereas 

the rostral part of the dorsal ACC detects response conflicts. Moreover, activation in the 

rostral dorsal ACC in conflict trials was accompanied by activation in the DLPFC, 

presumably due to the control of response conflict resolution by the DLPFC. In other words, 

the data indicates that the dorsal ACC detects conflicts while the DLPFC monitors and 

resolves conflicts (Kim et al., 2011). 

 Further evidence supporting the Engle and Kane (2004) view of WM is found in 

research by Bunting, Conway, and Heitz (2004) suggesting that low spans are more 

susceptible to proactive interference than are high spans. Proactive interference occurs when 

old representations interfere with retrieval of newly learned representations (Persson, Welsh, 

Jonides, & Reuter-Lorenz, 2007). Lows had difficulties learning new sets of to-be-

remembered person-locations when old sets interfered with the new, such that some person-

locations were used as targets in both (Bunting et al., 2004). This was interpreted as a failure 

of the attention component of WM resolving such interference. Highs on the other hand were 

able to resolve the conflict, maintaining the correct activation. 

 Vogel, McCollough, and Machizawa (2005) divided participants into highs and lows 

depending on their visual item storage capacity and found the highs being able to filter out 

distractors whilst the lows had difficulties in doing so. Measured by electroencephalogram 

(EEG), lows were eliciting ERPs of equivalent amplitudes for two target/two distractor trials 

and four target trials whereas highs were filtering out the distractors, thereby eliciting lower 

amplitude ERPs for the two target/two distractor trials. Furthermore, the authors believed that 

the prefrontal cortex (PFC) sends a bias signal towards the parietal and occipital cortices 

which consequently keeps the irrelevant information away from storage.  These results were 
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replicated and expanded upon with functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) by 

McNab and Klingberg (2008). In addition to the higher activity in the parietal cortex storage 

region, they found activity in prefrontal and basal ganglia regions predicting successful 

filtering of distractors. The researchers suggested that activities in the middle frontal gyrus 

(MFG) and the basal ganglia were the neural correlates of the controlled attention mechanism 

biasing the selection of relevant information for encoding. 

Moreover, lesions to the lateral PFC in macaques disrupted their ability to flexibly 

switch top-down attention between cued targets (Rossi, Pessoa, Desimone, & Ungerleider, 

2009). A subsequent fMRI study showed that the specific regions for top-down attentional 

control involved the intraparietal sulcus, frontal eye field, MFG, and inferior frontal gyrus. 

Braver, Reynolds, and Donaldson (2003) demonstrated sustained activity in the anterior PFC 

when cognitive control was exerted over a prolonged period for successful alternation 

between multiple tasks, whereas the lateral PFC involved maintenance of task-set 

information. The superior parietal cortex on the other hand was implicated when the task-set 

information was updated after a switch between tasks, results in line with the other 

neuroimaging data presented so far. 

What does this model of WM predict for dual-task situations? In complex cognitive 

tasks controlled attention is assumed to be essential since several task-relevant goals must be 

actively maintained at the same time, tasks compete for response and conflicts must be 

resolved, and where monitoring and modification are controlled and effortful (Engle et al., 

1999). Engle and Kane (2004) proposed that low span subjects may encounter problems in 

some dual-task situations because of depleted controlled attention capacity, hence rather than 

being memory specific, successful dual-tasking is seen primarily as an attentional 

phenomenon. In addition, Miyake et al. (2000) found no correlations between dual-task 

performance and the inhibition, updating, or shifting executive components suggesting that 
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dual-tasking involves a different component, such as controlled attention as proposed by the 

authors. In the subsequent paragraphs dual-task literature will be reviewed. 

Brain Imaging and Dual-Tasking 

D’Esposito et al. (1995) conducted one of the first fMRI studies investigating dual-

tasking. A difference in activation between dual-task and single-task conditions was observed 

only in the DLPFC and in the ACC in five out of six subjects. Based on Baddeley’s model of 

WM, the additional activation was interpreted as a result of the CE allocating and 

coordinating attentional resources, assimilating the view of Engle and Kane. In another dual-

task investigation participants showed increased activity in the inferior frontal sulcus and the 

MFG, i.e. areas in the DLPFC, due to which the authors reached a similar conclusion as 

D’Esposito and colleagues (Szameitat, Schubert, Müller, & Von Cramon, 2002). 

Furthermore, slight differences in activation during various dual task studies are likely due to 

variations in the particular tasks involved.  Likewise, Wu and Hallet (2008) found increased 

activity in dual-task conditions as compared to single-task conditions, but after practicing 

dual tasks, activation decreased, being interpreted as improved efficiency in performing them.  

In their review of a number of studies, Smith and Jonides (1999) concluded that tasks 

requiring executive processes plus storage involve additional activation in the PFC. They 

believed that the ACC was primarily being involved in the resolution of response-conflict for 

preprogrammed responses whereas the DLPFC was being involved in attention for 

monitoring and non-preprogrammed conflict resolution. This view is supported by recent 

imaging data (Kim et al., 2011).  

The majority of studies however, have not found any additional area of activation 

during dual-tasking conditions (Adcock, Constable, Gore, & Goldman-Rakic, 2000; Dux et 

al., 2009; Klingberg, 1998). Therefore, Adcock et al. (2000) questioned any additional region 

of activation during dual-tasking. Results from Adcock et al. (2000) should be interpreted 
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with caution as only about one third of participants had interference during dual-task 

performance. A too simplistic task, putting minimal load on the executive system, might 

explain these findings. Nonetheless, despite the fact that no additional area of activation was 

seen there was a slight increase in activation in the DLPFC, ACC and left MFG in the dual 

condition. Klingberg (1998) used auditory and visual WM tasks requiring the detection of 

changes in pitch or luminance. Importantly, activities in sensory specific areas were lower in 

dual conditions in both studies. When attention must be shared among tasks a decrease in 

activity is likely due to reduced allocation of attention, considering attention as a modulator 

of activity in early sensory areas (Raz & Buhle, 2006). Similarly, Just, Keller, and Cynkar 

(2008) investigated concurrent driving performance and sentence comprehension using fMRI, 

showing that participants made more errors when driving while listening than when driving 

alone. Nonetheless, no additional area of activation was found. However, visual areas in the 

parietal cortex necessary for driving decreased in activation, assumedly attributable to  less 

attentional resources being directed to the driving task according to the authors. Furthermore, 

regardless of differences in single-task and dual-task conditions, the DLPFC was active 

during dual-task conditions in all studies reviewed above. In sum, the review of brain-

imaging studies suggests that alterations in activity do occur during dual-tasking as compared 

to the component single-task conditions, even though no additional area of activation is 

implicated. Further, the majority of alterations occur in the DLPFC, ACC, and parietal 

cortices. 

Theories of Dual-Task Interference 

 In dual-task situations, due to interference, performance is often compromised as 

compared to situations where the tasks can be completed one at a time. Hence, one important 

area of investigation in relation to dual-task studies relates to the sources of that interference. 
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There are two prominent theories of interference; the multiple resource theory (Wickens, 

1980, 2002, 2008) and the central bottleneck theory (Pashler, 1994). 

 Multiple resource theory. When two tasks share the same resources grave interference 

is known to occur (Wickens, 1980, 2002, 2008). According to the multiple resource theory, 

interference in dual-task situations may occur for several reasons. First, the term resource 

stands for certain capacities, such as attention or WM. These may be allocated differently 

between tasks and are often under cognitive control. Consequently, more difficult resource-

demanding tasks create greater interference. The multiple aspect of the theory connotes 

greater interference when tasks share the same resource. Originally, the model included three 

dimensions, with corresponding levels, along which interference occurs if two tasks compete 

for resources on the same level of any given dimension (Wickens, 1980). A fourth dimension 

was added at a later point (Wickens, 2002, 2008). The first dimension, stages, includes the 

perceptual, cognitive, and response levels. The second, modalities, includes the auditory and 

visual levels. The third, codes, can be either spatial or verbal. The fourth dimension involves 

focal or ambient vision. While focal vision is necessary for pattern recognition and fine 

detail, ambient vision detects motion and orientation. Finally, the levels of the dimensions 

vary along each other, e.g., responses may be manual spatial or vocal verbal, and perception 

and cognition may be spatial or verbal. Unfortunately, even though providing detailed 

descriptions of sources of interference, the specific role of attention in the model is not clear, 

as pointed out by Wickens (2002). 

Consider two situations with high and low levels of interference. When participants had 

to perform a spatial visual search, higher interference was seen only when coupled with 

simultaneous manipulation and storage of spatial and not verbal information in WM (Liu & 

Wickens, 1992). In addition, participant performance during a manual tracking task decreased 
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substantially when paired with a manual-response choice-task and not with a vocal-response 

choice-task (McLeod, 1977).  

The multiple resource theory may possibly be incorporated into Baddeley’s theory of 

WM, where Baddeley distinguished between a spatial system, a verbal system, the CE 

allocating resources and resolving conflicts, and the episodic buffer integrating various codes. 

The multiple resource theory adds to Baddeley’s model important knowledge about sources 

of interference within WM. 

 Central bottleneck theory. Another prominent theory is the central bottleneck theory 

proposed by Pashler (1994). He argued for the existence of processing bottlenecks in the 

human brain, implicating that central operations proceed rather in serial processing than in 

parallel processing. To investigate processing bottlenecks, theorists make use of the 

psychological refractory period (PRP), i.e., a slowing of the reaction time (RT) when two 

tasks must be performed simultaneously (Pashler, 1994; Pashler, Johnston, & Ruthruff, 

2001). By variation of the stimulus onset asynchrony (SOA) a response selection bottleneck, 

also referred to as a central bottleneck, has commonly been investigated. When the SOA is 

shortened, RT on the second task normally increases and is often interpreted as being due to a 

central bottleneck. Additionally, by variation of SOAs, participants’ grouping of responses is 

avoided (Pashler, 1994). 

The inferior frontal junction (IFJ) is a region involved in the central stage of response 

selection. It represented the only region with greater activity in a dual task prior to training as 

compared to its component single tasks, but as performance improved the activity decreased 

to the same level as during the single-task conditions (Dux et al., 2009). One analysis of 

particular importance revealed that improved performance was not due to the rerouting of 

information away from areas in the PFC towards automatic sensory-motor networks. This is 

important as automatic responses do not require attention. Another analysis was made to see 
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if there could have been a neuronal segregation in the IFJ, allowing for more efficient parallel 

processing. On the contrary, the opposite was found. The data were interpreted as a 

shortening of the processing time in the limited-capacity central stage of response selection 

and decision-making (Dux et al., 2009). Again, the tasks here are very simple, requiring one 

of two different responses in an auditory discrimination task and a face discrimination task. 

The fact that neurons within the IFJ became less task-specific with practice might suggest 

that the two tasks were treated as one since the stimuli were presented simultaneously. 

However, a study by Ruthruff, Van Selst, Johnston, and Remington (2006) showed no 

indication of task integration. There are at least two possible reasons why tasks have not been 

integrated in this study in contrast to the study by Dux et al. (2009). Firstly, although similar, 

tasks in the former study were more difficult than in the latter. Secondly, and most 

importantly, Ruthruff and colleagues presented their tasks with a varying SOA, while the 

latter presented their tasks with a SOA of 0 ms. Hence, grouping responses would delay RT 

for the first task. There is no clear agreement on whether there is a serial processing central 

bottleneck or whether central processes may run in parallel. Both may actually be valid as 

will be covered in subsequent paragraphs. 

Cognitive Training and Transfer Effects 

The present study set out to investigate the transferability of cognitive training in a dual-

task setting; as will be discussed exploring existent literature on the subject. A famous dual-

task experiment was conducted by Spelke, Hirst, and Neisser (1976). After extensive practice 

their two subjects learned how to read and comprehend stories while taking dictation and 

categorizing words without any form of interference. However, it was argued that attention 

may have been directed away from dictating, such that dictating was done automatically 

without being given attention. If dictating was done automatically, the subjects would not 

comprehend what they had been dictating, but unfortunately no such test was taken. In 
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addition, the stories used-for reading might have allowed participants to alternate between the 

tasks, not performing them concurrently. To address these two issues Hirst, Spelke, Reaves, 

Caharack, and Neisser (1980) conducted two additional experiments. During these 

experiments, the subjects were trained to take dictation while reading. They were also tested 

on their comprehension of the dictated material, revealing no sign of automaticity. Secondly, 

half the participants read a less redundant encyclopedia text, requiring constant attention for 

comprehension, while the other half read stories like those in the experiment by Spelke et al. 

(1976). There appeared to be no difference between the two conditions, therefore, the 

alternating hypothesis was not given support. Finally, there was evidence of a transfer effect 

as three out of four subjects performed equally well when tested on the non-trained reading 

material. The authors argued that attention may be improved by practice and not necessarily 

being limited in capacity (Hirst et al., 1980). 

Transfer effects have been observed previously in other dual-tasking settings as well 

(Bherer et al., 2005, 2008). On the other hand, these studies may not have revealed a 

particular component involved in dual-tasking. First of all, the practice tasks were 

discrimination tasks and the transfer tasks were also discrimination tasks, leaving open the 

possibility that improvement was actually due to enhancement in discrimination tasks rather 

than to an improvement of a more general component. Secondly, one of the transfer tasks was 

the same as one of the training tasks, allowing for greater opportunity of automaticity for one 

of the tasks. To avoid automaticity it is especially important to use novel transfer tasks. 

Hazeltine, Teague, and Ivry (2002) also demonstrated transfer effects in a series of 

experiments. However, these results were even more limited as the transfer condition merely 

consisted of adding three additional responses to the transfer tasks. Even so, the results 

demonstrated that responses are not wholly automatic. As there was no dual-task interference 

following training, Hazeltine et al. (2002) claimed that the processes seemed to run parallel 
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and that the central bottleneck may be overcome by practice, such that the two tasks may be 

processed simultaneously.  

Training on a STM task and a classification task was transferred to a dual tracking task 

already after one day of practice (Damos & Wickens, 1980). The authors suggested that the 

actual time-sharing skill being transferred promoted a shift towards parallel processing. In 

addition, they found that participants adopting a parallel response strategy for the first set of 

tasks outperformed the other participants not only on that set but also on the tracking set.  

Another issue to consider is the instructions given to participants, as strategy has 

showed to affect dual task performance. A better transfer for subjects training with a variable 

strategy over subjects training with a fixed strategy was observed (Kramer, Larish, & Strayer, 

1995). Nevertheless, depending on the particular dual task this is not always the case (Bherer 

et al., 2005). 

Interestingly, cognitive dual-task training has transferred to such far domains as 

standing balance. More specifically, it led to improved standing balance in older adults (Li et 

al., 2010). At first glance this might seem puzzling. However, according to the authors, due to 

the central processing of postural tasks, attention is an important factor in balance 

performance. Considering that attention is highly implicated in dual-tasking, it is possible that 

training attention in a dual-task setting positively influenced balance performance. 

The question then, is whether training participants performing one cognitive dual-task 

can be generalized to other cognitive dual-tasks after selecting rather different component 

tasks. Successful transfer could indicate an executive function such as executive attention 

being involved in dual tasking, being domain general and rather independent of the particular 

tasks involved.  

In fact, there seems to be a certain component or function involved in dual-tasking but it 

is not yet clear what it is exactly and how general it may be. Oberauer and Kliegl (2004) 
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believed the actual coordination of multiple tasks is critical for successful improvements. In 

their study, participants’ dual-task interference was eliminated after them practicing the dual 

task and not by them practicing the single tasks alone. 

As mentioned previously, a link between executive attention and Gf has been suggested 

(Engle et al., 1999). Jaeggi, Buschkuehl, Jonides, and Perrig (2008) trained participants on a 

Dual N-Back task for 8 to 19 days, followed by performance measures on several tests of Gf. 

Participants receiving 17 and 19 days of Dual N-Back training scored higher on Gf following 

training as compared to controls and participants receiving 8 or 12 days of training. 

Intriguingly, the final level reached on the Dual N-Back did not predict improvement of Gf 

scores, nor did increases in simple WM measures. The authors proposed that successful 

transfer actually depended on participants working at their maximum capacity on the Dual N-

Back. To ensure participants working at their limit, the level of n was increased or decreased 

after each block depending on performance. Moreover, both Dual N-Back and Gf assumedly 

involve the same underlying processes in form of binding processes and attentional control 

(Jaeggi et al., 2008). 

Transfer of training has also been investigated in children (Klingberg et al., 2005; 

Rueda, Rothbart, McCandliss, Saccomanno, & Posner, 2005). Rueda et al. (2005) trained 

four to six-year old children for five days on various tasks assumed to tap into executive 

attention abilities. Training was later transferred to an untrained and unrelated intelligence 

test and the Attention Network Test. Furthermore, DNA samples were collected and certain 

dopamine coding genes predicted performance. Children with the most beneficial genes 

benefited less from training than did children with less beneficial make-up. Furthermore, 

electrophysiological recordings revealed that training and genetic setup altered activity in the 

lateral PFC and ACC. Dopaminergic cells project from the midbrain to the PFC and ACC 

(Haber & Knutson, 2010) and are assumedly implicated in executive attention (Rueda et al., 
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2005). In the Klingberg et al. (2005) investigation, children at around 10 years of age 

diagnosed with attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) underwent visuo-spatial WM 

training for more than twenty days. Training successfully improved measures of WM span, 

inhibition, and reasoning abilities, as well as improving observer ratings of head movements 

during the completion of tasks. Decreased head movements were interpreted as a sign of 

keeping attention on the task. 

On the other hand, not all studies have been able to find transfer effects (Boot, Kramer, 

Simons, Fabiani, & Gratton, 2008; Owen et al., 2010), suggesting rather limited 

transferability from training cognitive tasks (Slagter, Davidson, & Lutz, 2011). A 

controversial internet-based brain training study by Owen et al. (2010) revealed no transfer 

from computerized brain training tasks to untrained tasks. The paradigm adopted by Owen et 

al. (2010) is quite controversial and may be subjected to several critiques. First of all, training 

took place solely over the internet, therefore, relatively little control over the subjects was 

involved. Secondly, participants were allowed to train various tasks and the amount of 

training for each task varied considerably amongst participants. Additionally, the minimum 

training-time required to be included in the final analysis was little. It might be that some 

transfer effects disappeared because frequent trainers were not analyzed separately.  

Opposing results are also demonstrated in video game training literature (Boot et al., 

2008; Green & Bavelier, 2003). Green and Bavelier (2003) found striking differences 

between expert video game players and non-video game players on several tests measuring 

visual attention, more specifically on a flanker compatibility task, an enumeration task and an 

attentional blink task. To make sure that some people did not become video game players 

because of better inherent attentional abilities they had non-video game players practice two 

different video games for 10 days. Subjects training on an action video game, requiring 

disperse visual attention skills, outperformed subjects training on Tetris, where in contrast the 
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focus of attention is very narrow, on the enumeration task, attentional blink task, and a useful 

field of view task (Green & Bavelier, 2003). In contrast, Boot et al. (2008) found no 

significant differences between experts and non-gamers on the three tasks reported above. 

However, experts were significantly better on a STM visual task, on task switching, on 

tracking targets at high speed, and in judging rotations. Furthermore, non-gamers were 

allowed to train on one of three video games for 20 hours, the results showing no significant 

effects on any transfer task, even though participants improved significantly on the games. It 

may be that transfer effects disappeared due to the groups performing the transfer task before 

training commenced, halfway through, and post-training. The reason for these discrepancies 

is not clear; however, inclusion criteria for experts versus non-experts seemed to differ 

between the studies, where criteria in the Boot et al. (2008) study were more lax than in the 

Green and Bavelier (2003) study. Similarly, non-experts were allowed to have played more 

video games in the Boot et al. (2008) study as compared to Green and Bavelier (2003).   

What may be the cause of successful transfer versus non-successful transfer? It has 

previously been shown that practice effects may be transferred to untrained tasks if tasks 

share overlapping neural resources (Dahlin, Stigsdotter Neely, Larsson, Bäckman, & Nyberg, 

2008; Klingberg et al., 2005; Olesen, Westerberg, & Klingberg, 2004; Persson & Reuter-

Lorenz, 2008). More specifically, successful transfer was seen for the updating executive 

component (Dahlin et al., 2008) and for a tentative proactive interference resolution 

component (Persson & Reuter-Lorenz, 2008). Dahlin and colleagues scanned participants 

before and after training while performing letter memory, n-back, and Stroop tasks. All tasks 

shared the same fronto-parietal networks but the letter memory and n-back tasks had 

significant activity in the striatum and transfer occurred only from letter memory to n-back. 

The authors argued that having some overlapping regions may not be sufficient for transfer; 
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instead what is necessary is the sharing of the same processing component and related brain 

regions (Dahlin et al., 2008). 

Five-week training on a visuo-spatial WM task, a backward digit span task, and a letter 

span task have been transferred to the untrained Raven’s Advanced Progressive Matrices 

(RAPM), the Span Board task, and the Stroop task (Olesen et al., 2004; Westerberg & 

Klingberg, 2007). This was related to increased activation in the MFG and the superior and 

inferior parietal cortices. Training was still significant if only slightly diminished for the two 

participants tested on the RAPM and Span Board Task eight months after training 

(Westerberg & Klingberg, 2007). Moreover, a follow-up session three months after training 

ended, revealed that the children from the Klingberg et al. (2005) investigation still benefited 

markedly. Thus, it seems as if cognitive training can prove to be rather long lasting.  

In sum, the training literature does not always seem to converge, finding rather similar 

designs showing opposing results. Even though not all studies have been able to reveal 

transfer effects there is still an extensive body doing so. Interestingly, skills on specific tasks 

are crucial for high performance, but general executive components may also play important 

roles in various multitask scenarios as is evident from neuropsychological investigations 

(Burgess, Veitch, de Lacy Costello, & Shallice, 2000; Dreher, Koechlin, Tierney, & 

Grafman, 2008; Thoma et al., 2008; Wu & Hallet, 2008). 

Hypotheses 

No clear consensus has yet been reached regarding what function or component being 

essential for successful dual-tasking. Depending on the type of tasks implicated in a dual-task 

situation various cognitive processes are required. The present study aims to investigate 

whether a rather general function, namely executive attention may be trained and then 

transferred to two different complex tasks. Five days of Dual N-Back training paired with 

later transfer tasks allow for testing two hypotheses. The first prediction is that Dual N-Back 
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training will transfer to unrelated tasks if executive attention is domain general and 

implicated in both Dual N-Back and the transfer tasks. The two tasks within the Dual N-Back 

task are highly similar in that both require the active maintenance of stimulus order, likely 

constituting a high level of interference, hence requiring executive attention. The automated 

operation span (AOSPAN) was found to correlate with WMC (Unsworth, Heitz, Schrock, & 

Engle, 2005), and WMC has been suggested to strongly correlate with executive attention. If 

five days of training would improve AOSPAN measures, it would indicate that executive 

attention training is transferable to another task. The second prediction is that training 

executive attention will help resolve dual-task interference in a high interference situation. 

Hence, if there will be a transfer only to dual tasks with a high degree of interference, 

executive attention needs to be more thoroughly considered in the multiple resource model. 

Accordingly, since the transfer dual task (Trail Making task + Addition Task) involves a high 

degree of interference it may be an appropriate task for testing the second hypothesis. 

Methods 

Participants were divided at random into experimental and control groups, differing in 

the type of training tasks. Repeated measures analysis was used for the Dual N-Back task 

whereas the AOSPAN and a dual task (Trail Making task + Addition Task) acted as transfer 

tasks to investigate whether Dual N-Back training would affect other complex tasks.  

Participants 

Thirty participants, 21 males and 9 females, ranging from 20 to 35 years of age, were 

recruited in and around the campus at the University of Skövde. The experimental group 

consisted of 11 males and 4 females, mean (M) age (25.3), and the control group of 10 males 

and 5 females, M age (24.8).  
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Stimuli and Apparatus 

All tasks in the lab, the addition task excluded, were performed on an HP EliteBook 

6930p, Intel®Core™2 Duo CPU, T9400 @ 2.53Ghz, 4gb RAM, Windows 7 Enterprise, 

DirectX 11. The Face N-Back and Dual N-Back tasks used on the first and last day of the 

experiment were created with E-Prime Studio 2.0 and run with E-Run 2.0. The AOSPAN 

task was run with E-Run 2.0. Finally, the Trail Making task was run with the PEBL 

psychological software tool. 

Procedure 

On day one, the pre-training session, all participants performed the same tasks. First, 

participants completed a Face N-Back task followed by a Dual N-Back task. Participants in 

the experimental group were then provided instructions to practice a Dual N-Back task once a 

day for six days, whereas participants in the control group were provided instructions to 

practice Name Tag once a day for six days. One week after the pre-training session 

participants returned and made Dual N-Back, AOSPAN, and a dual task consisting of a Trail 

Making task and an Addition Task. Participants practicing for less than five days were 

excluded from the final analyses, as indicated by logs on www.lumosity.com. 

Pre-Training Session 

Face N-Back. First, in order to acquaint participants with n-back tasks they performed 

an n-back task using faces as stimuli. The faces were presented for 500ms in the middle of 

the screen followed by a fixation cross for 2500ms. When the face was a target participants 

were instructed to press the f key on a standard keyboard. In absence of a target no key was to 

be pressed. A target is identified by comparing the newly presented face to the one presented 

n presentations back. Hence, on the 1-back level they were to press the f key when the same 

face was presented two times in a row, on the 2-back level when the newly presented face 

was the same as the one presented two times back, and finally, on the 3-back level when the 
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face matched the one presented three times back. They were first given a 1-back practice 

round before they moved on to a 2-back practice session followed by two 2-back test sessions 

from which data was collected. The same procedure was applied for the 3-back level. Each 

block included 16 faces, of which five or six were targets, and all participants received 

identical lists of stimuli. The number of hits, misses, false alarms, and correct rejections were 

measured. 

Dual N-Back. The Dual N-Back task followed the same principle as the Face N-Back 

task. However, in the Dual N-Back task, participants were to keep track on two separate 

streams of stimuli appearing for 500ms followed by a fixation cross for 2500ms. One task 

was to focus on a blue square that appeared randomly in one of eight positions around a 

fixation cross. When the last presented square was a target, participants were to press the s 

key. With each presentation of a square one of eight letters was presented through 

headphones (A, C, G, K, Q, R, T, V), and when the letter was a target participants were to 

press the l key. When no target was present no key was to be pressed. Each block consisted of 

21 square locations and 21 letters, including six targets in each modality. Twice in each 

block, both the square and the letter were targets simultaneously thus requiring participants to 

press both the s key and the l key for a correct answer. Before each new level, participants 

were presented with written instructions and if anything was unclear they were allowed to ask 

questions. First, participants performed one practice session on the 1-back level before they 

moved on to the real test-phase. Subsequently, they executed one practice session followed 

by two proper tests per level from which data was collected on the 2-back, 3-back, and 4-

back levels. Following each practice and test session accuracy feedback was presented. The 

number of hits corresponded to correctly identified targets, the number of misses to missed 

targets and false alarms to faulty keyboard presses. Finally the number of correct rejections 
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was recorded. This score was based on the number of times no key press was detected when 

there correctly should have been no key press. 

Training 

Following the pre-test session participants were given instructions to practice a 

particular task through the internet at www.lumosity.com - for a total of six days. Participants 

in the control group were practicing Name Tag whereas participants in the experimental 

group were practicing a version of the Dual N-Back task. 

Name Tag. In the beginning of each level, a card with a face on it is presented together 

with a name of that face. One session consists of ten rounds and it is possible to reach a 

maximum level of nine. On the first level of each session, two faces are presented together 

with the corresponding name. Four cards turned upside down are then presented on the 

screen, with either a face or a name on the side that is turned down. When clicking on a card 

it is turned over, revealing either a face or a name. The participant is then to identify which 

card still remaining on the screen is the corresponding face or name. If the correct card is 

clicked both cards disappear from the screen. If the incorrect card is clicked the content on 

the back of that card is revealed followed by both cards being turned over again. Successful 

performance on a level leads to one additional face with corresponding name, to a maximum 

of ten. Depending on the number of turns required to identify a pair, a score is added to the 

total score. 

Dual N-Back. In this version of the Dual N-Back, the level of n varies depending on the 

performance of the participant. The only difference between this task and the one used by 

Jaeggi et al. (2008) is that all letters and positions of the squares may appear in any one round 

at www.lumosity.com whereas Jaeggi and colleagues allowed only six of each in any single 

round. Following the same rules as the Dual N-Back task used in our lab, a square and a letter 

were presented every 3000ms, each round consisting of 21 presentations, of which six in each 

http://www.lumosity.com/
http://www.lumosity.com/
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modality were targets, and twice the targets appeared simultaneously. Starting on the 1-back 

level, two mistakes or less in each modality is considered as a successful attempt and allows 

the participant to the next level. With between two and five errors in any modality, the 

participant will stay on the same level. If more than five mistakes are made in any one 

modality the participant will drop one level. In this way the participant is always presented 

with a challenging level. After one full training session consisting of 15 rounds, results are 

stored and displayed in a graph showing the mean n-back level for each session. One 

additional difference between this task and the pre- and post-session Dual N-Back-tasks was 

that the letters (C, D, G, K, P, Q, T, V) were presented in English at www.lumosity.com 

whereas the letters (A, C, G, K, Q, R, T, V) were presented in Swedish in the pre-training 

session. Some letters from the English version had to be changed due sounding to similar 

when pronounced in Swedish 

Post-Training Session 

 One week after the pre-training session participants returned to complete three post-

training tasks. AOSPAN and the dual task acted as transfer tasks and were counterbalanced 

across participants such that half the participants started with the AOSPAN and the other half 

with the dual task. The Dual N-Back task was used as a control measure to see if participants 

had been practicing. The Dual N-Back task was performed in the end to minimize any fatigue 

effects affecting the transfer tasks. Especially since there is a possibility that participants in 

the control group would find it more demanding than participants in the experimental group 

to perform the Dual N-Back task as they had not been practicing the task. 

Automated Operation Span. AOSPAN was first used by Unsworth et al. (2005). In 

this version of the Operation Span, participants were encountered with mathematical 

operations which they were to mark as either true or false by clicking the mouse on the 

corresponding box. After each mathematical judgment a letter is flashed on the screen for 

http://www.lumosity.com/
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800ms. After completion of a full set, varying from three to seven letters, participants are 

presented with a four by three matrix showing twelve letters. Participants are then to click the 

letters in the order presented during the last set. Set sizes vary from three to seven letters and 

each set size is presented thrice totaling 75 mathematical problems and letters respectively. 

First, a letter span session is performed, where participants are presented with two to three 

letters and are instructed to click the letters in the order presented. Feedback is then provided 

indicating the number of correctly recalled letters. Secondly, a math practice session is given. 

A number of math operations is then presented, (e.g. (8/4) + 2 = ?), and the task is to solve 

the operation as quickly as possible before clicking the mouse button. Following the click, a 

number is presented at the top of the screen, either corresponding to a correct or incorrect 

answer to the operation. When correct, participants are instructed to click “true” and when 

incorrect “false”, and after each math operation accuracy feedback is provided. Unknown to 

the participant, during the math training session, the time taken to solve each operation is 

measured. Subsequently, when performing the real test, participants have no more time to 

solve any operation than the mean time from the practice session plus 2.5 standard deviations 

(SD). This information is only presented to the participants after completing math practice. 

The third training session consisted of three sets of two math operations and letters performed 

together.  

Following the three training sessions, the real test was initiated. When participants 

failed to solve a math operation in time this was counted as a speed error and was added to 

the total math error score. Making calculation errors counted as accuracy errors and were 

added to the total math error score. The participants are also instructed to keep their total 

math accuracy rate above 85% to ensure they are solving the math problems and not merely 

rehearsing letters. During the recall phase, the error percentage is shown in red in the upper 

right-hand corner of the screen. After each set size has been performed thrice the participant 
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is presented with feedback on five different measures. The size of any completely 

remembered set is added to the absolute operation span score. The number of correctly 

recalled letters from each set is added to the operation span score, regardless of the set being 

completely or partly recalled. As for the math operation feedback, speed and accuracy errors 

were first presented separately, and together added up to form the math error score. 

Dual task. In the dual task, participants had four minutes to respond to a simple 

Addition Task while simultaneously completing as many maps as possible on a Trail Making 

task. 

Addition Task. The Addition Task consisted of an opening statement, (9 + 8 = 17), 

followed by a number between one and nine presented every five seconds through speakers, 

the numbers being generated using a random numbers table. Participants were instructed to 

add the last number to the total accumulated number of previous presentations. E.g., when 

nine was to be added after five seconds, the participant was to say 26 aloud to the 

experimenter (9 + 17 = 26). Next, when the number three was added, the participant was to 

say 29 and so on. Moreover, if exceeding 100 counting started from zero again (e.g., 97 + 5 = 

2). When an incorrect answer was given, the experimenter corrected the participant stating 

the correct number. Such an error was considered an accuracy error. If no response was given 

in time, the experimenter stated the correct number and the error was considered a no-

response error. The two types of errors then added up to form the total error measure. The 

experimenter kept track of numbers and errors on paper. 

Trail Making task. The PEBL version of the Trail Making task was used. The first type 

of map consisted of 26 filled blue circles with a white number in the middle, ranging from 1 

to 26, spread out randomly across the screen. The task was to click the numbers in order, 

starting with 1 and finishing with 26. When the first map was completed a second type of 

map appeared, again with 26 blue circles. This time the letters A until M and the numbers 1 
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until 13 appeared inside the circles. The task was to click 1 followed by A, 2 followed by B, 

and so on. If the participant finished the second map the first type would appear again. For 

analysis, the number of correct clicks was measured, such that the completion of the first map 

and completing circles until letter B would correspond to 30, (i.e., 26 + 4 = 30). Before the 

start of the dual task participants were allowed to click their way through the first map to see 

both types. 

Dual N-Back. The post-training Dual N-Back task consisted of two test sessions on 

each level starting at 2-back and ending at 4-back. Due to time constraints and the familiarity 

of the task no practice sessions were included. 

Results 

Five subjects were excluded from the final analysis. Three subjects, two in the 

experimental group and one in the control group, aborted their participation, and two 

additional subjects in the experimental group were excluded because they did not reach the 

inclusion criteria of five training-sessions. 

Performance measures on the Face N-Back and Dual N-Back were recalculated into A’ 

values for each participant using equation 1 (Donaldson, 1996), where H is equal to the 

proportion of correct hits and FA to the proportion of false alarms: 

     
(    )   (      )

(     )  (    )
           (1) 

Similarly, performance measures on the dual task subtests were recalculated into Z 

values for each participant using equation 2, where X is the mean of each subject, M is the 

sample mean and SD the sample standard deviation: 

  
   

  
               (2) 

The combined score (ZTotal) for the dual task was calculated using equation 3, where 

ZTrails and ZAddition are Z-values for the Trail-Making task and Addition Task respectively. 
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           (3) 

Pre-Training 

 See Table 1 for M and standard deviations (SD) on Face N-Back and pre-training Dual 

N-Back performance. For the Face N-Back task, one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) 

revealed no significant effect of group, neither on the 2-back level, F(1, 23) = .002, p = .97, 

nor on the 3-back level, F(1, 23) = .13, p = .73.  

For the Dual N-Back, on the 2-back level, differences approached significance [F(1, 23) 

= 3.70, p = .07], where the control group had higher performance than the experimental 

group. In addition, the control group performed significantly better on the 3-back level [F(1, 

23) = 6.21, p = .02]. On the 4-back level, no significant differences between groups were 

revealed [F(1, 23) = .91, p = .35]. 

Table 1 

Means (and standard deviations) for the pre-training session Face N-Back and Dual N-Back 

 Experimental 

Groupa 

Control 

Groupb 

 

Face 2-back .86 (.05) .86 (.09)  

Face 3-back .78 (.12) .76 (.09)  

A’Pre 2-back .77 (.11) .83 (.06)  

A’Pre 3-back .72 (.06) .78 (.05) 

A’Pre 4-back .64 (.09) .70 (.09)  

an = 11 .bn = 14. 

 

Pre-Post Training 

 Only one subject completed six days of Dual N-Back training, 10 subjects completing 

five days. See Table 2 for M and SD for post-training Dual N-Back performance and pre- to 

post-training improvements.  

A 2x2 repeated measures ANOVA was used for pre- to post-training measurements. See 

Figure 1 for pre- and post-training performance on the Dual N-Back task. The analyses 

revealed a significant interaction effect [F(1, 23) = 16.06, p < .001] for the 2-back level, and 

an effect of session [F(1, 23) = 16.82, p < .001], but no effect of group [F(1, 23) = .62, p =  
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Table 2 

Means (and standard deviations) for the post-session Dual N-Back and pre- to post-training 

improvement 

 Experimental 

Groupa 

Control 

Groupb 

 

A’Post 2-back   .95 (.03)   .83 (.12)  

A’Post 3-back   .85 (.06)   .77 (.07)  

A’Post 4-backb 
  .75 (.08)    .68 (.09)c  

A’Improvement 2-back  -.18 (.12)  -.00 (.11)  

A’Improvement 3-back  -.12 (.07)   .01 (.06)  

A’Improvement 4-back 
 -.12 (.10)    .02 (.11)c  

an = 11. bn = 14 .cn = 13. 

.44]. For further understanding of pre- and post-session results, within-group analyses using 

paired samples t-tests revealed no improvement from pre- to post-training for the control 

group [t(13) = -.07, p = .94], whereas the experimental group improved significantly [t(10) = 

-5.14, p < .001]. 

Figure 1. Pre- versus post-session means per group on Dual N-Back. The 2-back, 3-back and 

4-back levels are displayed in separate graphs, from left to right. Means are displayed on the 

y axis and pre- (1) and post-session (2) on the x axis. The filled and dashed lines represent the 

experimental group and control group respectively. 

 

 Another 2x2 ANOVA revealed an interaction effect also on the 3-back level [F(1, 23) = 

24.85, p < .001], and an effect of session [F(1, 23) = 17.45, p < .001], but no effect of group, 

[F(1,23) = .17, p = .69]. Further analyses revealed improvement for the experimental group 

[t(10) = -5.51, p < .001], but not for the control group [t(13) = .67, p = .51].  

One subject from the control group was excluded from analysis on the 4-back level as 

no responses were recorded. Again, a 2x2 ANOVA revealed a significant interaction effect 
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[F(1, 22) = 9.022, p = .007], and an effect of session [F(1, 23) = 4.902, p = .04], but no effect 

of group [F(1, 23) = .09, p = .77], and sub-analyses demonstrated that the experimental group 

improved significantly [t(10) = -3.80, p = .004], whereas the control group did not [t(12) = 

.55, p = .59]. 

Post-Training 

 For the transfer task performance on the dual task and AOSPAN see Table 3 for M and 

SD. For the total operation span score (TotOSPAN) no significant effect of group was 

revealed, F(1, 23) = .12, p = .73 in a one-way ANOVA. Similarly, no significant effect was 

found for the absolute operation span score (AbsOSPAN) [F(1, 23) = .02, p = .90].  

In the same way, on the dual task subtests, no significant differences were found on the 

Trail Making task [F(1, 23) = 2.30, p = .14], the Addition Task [F(1, 23) = .01, p = .93], or 

the combined dual task performance measure [F(1, 23) = .62, p = .44]. 

Table 3 

Means (and standard deviations) for the Automated Operation Span and 

dual task 

 

 Experimental 

Groupa 

Control 

Groupb 

 

TotOSPAN 55.18(13.09) 57.00(13.10)  

AbsOSPAN 38.91(18.35) 39.86(18.64)  

ZAddition  .04(.72) .00(1.20)  

ZTrails -.28(.35) .32(1.28)  

ZTotal -.12(.34) .16(1.16)  

an = 11. bn = 14.  

Additional Analyses 

Correlations were calculated in order to further explore the data. Firstly, transfer tasks 

performance and Dual N-Back performance in the pre-training session were compared using 

Pearson bi-variate correlation analysis (see Table 4). The general trend demonstrates that 

performance on one task correlates with performance on all other tasks. Dual N-Back 
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performance on the first day predicted performance on the transfer tasks, and additionally, 

AOSPAN compared to the dual task showed significant correlations.  

Table 4 

Pearson bi-variate correlations for all subjects’ pre-training Dual N-Back and transfer task 

performances
a
  

 
A’pre  

2-back 

A’pre 

3-back 

A’pre  

4-back 
TotOSPAN 
 

AbsOSPAN 
 

ZTrails 

 
ZAddition 

 
ZTotal 

 

A'pre 2-back  ,62** ,31 ,63** ,58** ,43* ,20 ,36 

A'pre 3-back ,62**  ,23 ,46* ,33 ,48* ,47* ,53** 

A'pre 4-back ,31 ,23  ,33 ,29 ,19 ,22 ,23 

TotOSPAN ,63** ,46* ,33  ,91** ,41* ,47* ,50* 

AbsOSPAN ,58** ,33 ,29 ,91**  ,45* ,48* ,52** 

ZTrails ,43* ,48* ,19 ,41* ,45*  ,57** ,89** 

ZAddition ,20 ,47* ,22 ,47* ,48* ,57**  ,88** 

ZTotal ,36 ,53** ,23 ,50 ,52** ,89** ,88**  
an = 25. 

*p < .05. **p < .001 

To investigate whether participants that improved more from Dual N-Back training 

would differ on transfer tasks in comparison to those that improved less, a split-half 

procedure was used on the experimental group; thereby dividing participant into highs and 

lows according to improvement from pre- to post-training on the 3-back level of Dual N-

Back. Comparison of TotOSPAN yielded M = 47.00 (11.45) for the high improvers (highs) 

(n = 6), and M = 65.00 (6.60) for the low improvers (lows) (n = 5) and a one-way ANOVA 

revealed significant differences [F(1, 9) = 9.58, p = .01]. A similar pattern was revealed for 

the AbsOSPAN; M = 24.50 (9.67) for the highs, and M = 56.20 (6.30) for the lows [F(1, 9) = 

39.38, p < .001]. On the Trail Making task and Addition Task, Z-values were first 

recalculated to be compared within the experimental group; Trail Making task, M = -.54 (.49) 

for the highs and M = .64 (1.12) for the lows [F(1, 9) = 5.53, p = .04]. Similar analyses 

demonstrated no significant effects in the Addition task, M = .11(1.21) for the highs and M = 

-.14 (.79) for the lows [F(1, 9)=.16, p = .70], nor in the total score, M = -.21 (.71) for highs 

and M = .25 (.20) for lows, [F(1, 9) = 1.99, p = .19]. 
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In order for the data not to be driven by the most extreme improver, she was excluded 

from the analysis, yielding split-half groups of equal sizes (n = 5).However, performance on 

AOSPAN was still significant. TotOSPAN, M = 49.80 (10.26) for the highs, and M = 65.00 

(6.60) for the lows [F(1, 8) = 7.77, p = .02], AbsOSPAN, M = 26.00 (10.00) for highs, and M 

= 56.20 (6.30) for lows [F(1, 8) = 32.64, p < .001]. Performance on the Trail Making task 

was also significant, M = -.62 (.50) for highs, and M = .64 (1.11) for lows [F(1, 8) = 5.34, p = 

.05].  

Analyzing the experimental group separately, significant correlations (see Table 5) were 

found between A’pre 2-back performance and TotOSPAN and AbsOSPAN. In contrast, pre-

training A’pre 3-back, did not significantly correlate with TotOSPAN or AbsOSPAN. 

Intriguingly, correlations were negative between AOSPAN scores and Dual N-Back 

improvement for both the 2-back and 3-back levels. Moreover, 3-back improvement 

correlated significantly with the Trail Making task. 

Table 5 

Experimental group’s pre-training performance and improvement on Dual N-Back 

correlated to transfer tasks.
a 

 TotOSPAN AbsOSPAN ZAddition ZTrails ZTotal 

A’pre 2-back    ,94
***

   ,87
***

 -,01  ,20  ,16 

A’pre 3-back    ,58   ,43  ,21 -,06  ,14 

2-Back 

Improvement 
-,94*** -,84** -,02 -,14 -,14 

3-Back 

Improvement 
-,74** -,77**  ,14 -,66* -,46 

an = 11. 

*p < .05. **p < .01. ***p < .001 

Discussion 

First, some reflections about the tasks used in the present study. The AOSPAN has been 

found to correlate with WMC (Unsworth et al., 2005). The task involves remembering a 

sequence of letters while simultaneously solving mathematical operations, hence putting a 

load on WM. First of all, letter sequences must be actively maintained for later recall. The 
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mathematical operations also put a load on WM in form of calculations. However, whilst the 

letters must be maintained, information related to the mathematical operation can be 

discarded after responding to the true or false statement. Now, the mathematical operation 

constitutes a source of interference for the letter part. Hence, according to the Engle and Kane 

(2004) model, executive attention should be crucial here. The story is similar for the Trail 

Making task and Addition Task performed concurrently, though this dual task likely 

constitutes even greater interference in WM. Optimal performance in the Trail Making task 

requires constant attention, scanning for the next object to click, and maintaining information 

about the last correctly clicked object. Likewise, the Addition Task requires active 

maintenance of an accumulated number while solving simple additions, thus involving 

updating and modification of WM content. Both these tasks may strongly interfere with one 

another. Hence, a high degree of executive attention should be required for successful 

performance.  

Consequently, these tasks share some of the characteristics with the Dual N-Back task 

where two separate streams of information must be actively maintained and responded to, 

correctly updated and modified. The two streams may interfere with one another in at least 

two ways. First of all, maintaining the order of presented stimuli places a high demand on 

WM storage resources. Secondly, when finding and responding to a target, or believed to be 

target, it is crucial not dropping the goal-state of maintaining the sequence of presented 

stimuli, such that information important for subsequent presentations is lost.  

Turning now to a discussion of the present results; training of Dual N-Back for five days 

over the internet led to better performance on the lab-version of Dual N-Back, regardless of 

the tasks slightly differing in that the auditory part was presented in Swedish instead of 

English and that some letters were different. Therefore, task-specific training must be 

considered successful. However, there were no signs of transfer effects from Dual N-Back 
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training to the transfer tasks, indicated by no differences in performance being present 

between the groups on the AOSPAN or dual-task subtests.  

A problem with interpreting the data in relation to transfer effects arose from the groups 

differing in the pre-session, the control group performed significantly better on the 3-back 

level of the Dual N-Back task, with tendencies for the same results on the 2-back level. This 

may be an indication of the control group being higher WMC subjects already from the start. 

This could have led to any transfer effects failing to appear in our final analyses as the control 

group could have performed better also on the transfer tasks if they were taken at the pre-

training session. Consequently, there is a risk of making a Type II error here. Nonetheless, 

groups did not differ on the Face N-Back and it may be that differences merely existed for the 

Dual N-Back. However, the Face N-Back task is a simpler task than the Dual N-Back, and 

both the AOSPAN and the dual task are more complex than Face N-Back. Having used the 

same tasks in the pre- and post-training sessions would have allowed for repeated measures 

analyses and transfer effects may have been revealed in significantly higher improvement for 

the experimental group. However, the present data suggested no transfer effects from five 

days of Dual N-Back training to other tasks. 

Additional analyses were made to better interpret the present results. Splitting 

participants into high and low improvers based on Dual N-Back performance, it was possible 

to test whether high improvers would differ on the transfer tasks as compared to lows. 

Significant differences between high and low improvers were revealed, in that highs 

performed significantly worse than lows on AOSPAN and to a lesser degree on the Trail 

Making subtask. Moreover, the pre-training Dual 2-Back scores correlated positively with 

AOSPAN, whereas the pre- to post-training improvement correlated negatively with 

AOSPAN. This provides further indications that training did not transfer to other tasks. 

Taken together, these differences imply that low improvers were performing closer to their 
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maximum already the first time they performed Dual N-Back, whereas high improvers 

increased Dual N-Back specific scores from training, but the high gain did not seem to 

transfer to other tasks. However, considering the small sample size for the ANOVA analyses 

(n = 5 respectively 6) these should only be viewed as an additional sign for no transfer effects 

and interpreted with caution. 

The full sample analysis suggests that Dual N-Back, AOSPAN and dual task 

performance are correlated, such that being good on Dual N-Back at the pre-training session 

would later correlate with good performance on the transfer tasks. Considering, AOSPAN 

correlating with WMC (Unsworth et al., 2005), Dual N-Back training previously transferring 

to tests of IQ (Jaeggi et al., 2008), and high performers on tests of WMC having been 

hypothesized to outperform low performers on dual tasks (Kane & Engle, 2004), this 

suggests a rather general cognitive ability, such as executive attention, necessary for 

successful completion of the tasks, not being easily enhanced after five days of training. 

Dual-task performance has been found to correlate with general cognitive ability 

previously. Interestingly, a general cognitive ability test correlated with performance on two 

dual tasks only the first time the two tasks were administered, but not the second time (Ben-

Shakhar & Sheffer, 2001). The authors believed this being due to a more efficient allocation 

of attention for the high ability subjects, but this advantage disappeared the second time the 

tasks were performed. Moreover, the component single-tasks did not correlate with the 

general cognitive ability test, and neither were they good predictors of dual-task performance, 

fitting our results from the Face N-Back task, where no significant effects were present. 

Therefore, in the present study, the fact that controls may have been better equipped prior to 

training could mean their scores would have been higher on the AOSPAN and the dual task if 

the experimental group had not been practicing Dual N-Back. However, one main difference 

between this study and the Ben-Shakhar and Sheffer (2001) investigation is that they used RT 
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measures for the tasks, something they argued would be more sensitive to resource allocation, 

while the AOSPAN and the dual task used relied more on accuracy, even though speed is a 

factor, and especially for the Trail Making task. 

This study may be subject to several critiques. First, allowing participants to practice 

from home is controversial (Owen et al., 2010). Having subjects’ complete tasks in a lab 

involves a high level of control, whereas home-practice does not. E.g., participants were, 

after the first session, explicitly asked to practice once a day, starting from the day following 

the pre-training session until the day before the post-training session. Still, the majority of 

subjects completed merely five days. Furthermore, even if graphs of performance are 

available to the experimenter they do not give information about each separate round. Thus, 

in theory, it is possible that participants focused for ten rounds and then let the last five 

rounds finish without participants’ actually performing them, and consequently reducing the 

amount of real practice. Moreover, participants may have let someone else try the task not 

completing the task themselves. Home-practice may also be less motivating when no one is 

there to monitor the results. This may be important as Jaeggi et al. (2008) claimed that an 

important reason for participants showing a transfer to Gf was their working at maximum 

capacity. Possible effects of motivation will be discussed in subsequent paragraphs. 

As mentioned previously, motivation may be an important factor when performing 

cognitively demanding tasks. The fact that subjects completed five days of training instead of 

six may be an indication of poor motivation. Duckworth, Quinn, Lynam, Loeber, and 

Stouthamer-Loeber (2011) conducted a meta-analysis of 46 samples involving intelligence 

testing where incentives were involved. Several findings may be of importance. First, 

incentives increased intelligence scores. However, the effect of incentives was high for 

persons with below-average IQ while low for those with above-average IQ. Secondly, 

Duckworth and colleagues, observing 251 boys taking a low-stake intelligence test, rated the 
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below-average scorers as having lower test motivation. What is more, even if not directly 

related to the present study, is evidence for a memory-enhancing effect of monetary 

incentives (Murayama & Kuhbandner, 2011), their subjects better remembering uninteresting 

material after a one-week delay when given monetary incentives. The effect was not seen 

with interesting material suggesting that monetary incentives have greater impact when the 

material itself did not contain any intrinsic motivational factor. The home-practice tasks in 

the present study are not likely motivating in themselves, hence training efficiency potentially 

suffers decrements due to low motivation. An obvious question is whether motivated subjects 

benefit more from cognitive training than others. In the present study, low motivation may 

have caused participants not “trying their best”, thus not benefiting maximally from training. 

However, there may be a qualitative difference between memory consolidation over time and 

executive component or function training over time. 

As a complement to the behavioral data reported above, Adcock, Thangavel, 

Whitefield-Gabrieli, Knutson, and Gabrieli (2006) found that mesolimbic areas, more 

specifically the ventral tegmental area and the nucleus accumbens, are recruited under reward 

conditions, affecting the subsequent encoding of stimuli and formation of memories in the 

hippocampus. Similarly, many dopaminergic neurons in the midbrain project to various 

regions of the PFC, including the dorsal PFC and the dorsal ACC (Haber & Knutson, 2010), 

areas commonly involved in executive attention, and dual tasks. An interesting question 

regards the actual influence of dopamine in the PFC and the ACC. What is the link between 

dopamine and executive attention to improved performance on intelligence measures or the 

Attention Network Tests reported by Rueda et al. (2005)? The authors argued that dopamine 

is involved in executive attention. Moreover, what may dopaminergic effects on motivation 

influence in the PFC and the ACC, seeing that dopamine influenced memory consolidation in 

the hippocampus from using motivators (Adcock et al., 2006)? Perhaps it leads to increased 
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performance on cognitive tests due to increased motivation. Furthermore, what may be the 

relative role of motivation and executive attention in cognitive tasks, and their interrelations? 

Could it be that motivation enhances executive attention, or does it influence something else? 

Such questions should be answered for better understanding various influences in cognitive 

testing.  

Consider performance within the experimental group in this study. Participants with the 

highest improvement in Dual N-Back performed significantly worse on AOSPAN and the 

Trail Making task as compared to participant with lower gains on Dual N-Back. One possible 

explanation may be that low performers perform worse due to lack of motivation. However, 

after their practicing a task a number of times their performance on that particular task will 

rise to the level of participants already scoring high on the task. If they had trained on any of 

the transfer tasks the same pattern may have occurred, initial high performers gaining little, 

low performers gaining more. 

Regardless, the studies reported above do not directly relate to the WM tasks used here, 

even if intelligence tests do correlate with other tests of WM (Engle et al., 1999; Engle & 

Kane, 2004). However, Jimura, Locke, and Braver (2009) found that participants in a reward 

condition performed better on a WM task than participants in a non-reward condition. More 

specifically, the improvement in the reward condition was coupled with sustained activity in 

the right lateral PFC, being assumed to relate to active maintenance of task set and goals. The 

Dual N-Back task used in the present study is demanding for WM and sustained activation is 

likely crucial for successful performance of the task. In line with results from the Duckworth 

et al. (2011) study, some individuals benefited more from rewards. Jimura et al. (2009) 

further assessed reward sensitivity and found that the more reward sensitive participants 

benefited more from rewards. To summarize, these results highlight the importance of 

providing incentives to participants when performing complex cognitive tasks in order to 
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increase performance. However, it is not yet clear how motivation would affect the learning 

curve for cognitive tests or the training of executive components. Therefore, future studies 

should investigate the role of motivation and monetary incentives in cognitive training 

studies.  

A second critique is due to the experimenter giving task instructions and scoring the 

addition task being aware of who was appointed to the experimental and to the control group 

respectively. Hence, the study did not make use of a double-blind procedure, and 

experimenter expectations may have been introduced. However, this is unlikely as the control 

group actually performed better than the experimental group. 

Thirdly, it may have been better to keep the same tasks on the first and the last days of 

the experiment, carrying out repeated measures analyses on all tasks. Unfortunately the two 

groups differed on some results of the pre-training session, which complicated further 

analyses of transfer effects. There may actually be a difference in performance due to 

practicing Dual N-Back, causing the groups not to differ on the AOSPAN and the dual task.  

However, it may also depend on the tasks being very different; hence, doing better on Dual 

N-Back does not lead to better performance on the transfer tasks. Conversely, results imply 

the opposite, revealing significant correlations between the complex tasks. Moreover, these 

correlations may also suggest that proper tasks have been selected for a training and transfer 

study as they probably share important components. However, one could argue that 

performing well on the AOSPAN and the dual task may be correlated due to differing 

abilities in mathematics. There are at least two reasons for why such differences do not 

entirely explain the correlations. First of all, in the AOSPAN, each subject’s speed in 

calculating the operations is taken into account, such that fast calculators have less time to 

respond. It may possibly even be a disadvantage responding quickly as less time is given to 

rehearse letters seeing that traces may decay without active articulation in the phonological 
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loop (Repovs & Baddeley, 2006) Secondly, the Addition Task consisted of very simple 

additions, adding a number between one and nine. Finally, the Dual N-Back task does not 

involve mathematics at all.  

Another critique may be given to the removal of practice rounds from Dual N-Back on 

the last day, possibly leading to significantly worse performance, especially for the control 

group, as participants in that group were not as familiar with the task. Yet, performance of the 

control group on the Dual N-Back re-test was the least important analysis of the experiment 

for several reasons. First, the Name-Tag was an undemanding task and should not produce 

transfer to any of the other tasks. Second, the control group’s performance on Dual N-Back 

on the first day should be a better indicator of AOSPAN and dual-task performance as they 

were not fatigued the first time they completed the task. A fatigue effect to a transfer task 

sharing the same executive component, and neural correlates, as a task performed prior to the 

transfer task has previously been demonstrated (Persson et al., 2007). Third, task specific 

gains for the experimental group would be expected to be much higher than any transfer 

gains on the other tasks. Consequently, Dual N-Back was chosen to be performed in the end 

for all subjects. The reason was to prioritize the avoidance of fatigue effects on the transfer 

tasks, especially as the task was well learned for the experimental group.  

A final critique may be directed towards the amount of training, 20 min per day for five 

to six days. Many studies showing transfer of cognitive training have had participants training 

for weeks (Boot et al., 2008; Dahlin et al., 2008; Green & Bavelier, 2003; Hirst et al., 1980; 

Jaeggi et al., 2008; Olesen et al., 2004; Persson & Reuter-Lorenz, 2008; Spelke et al., 1976; 

Westerberg & Klingberg, 2007), but not even after prolonged practice does transfer 

necessarily occur (Boot et al., 2008; Owen et al., 2010). Nevertheless, training for five days 

or less has also led to significant improvements in performance on transfer tasks (Damos & 

Wickens, 1980; Kramer et al., 1995; Rueda et al., 2005). However, the study by Kramer et al. 
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(1995) may have transferred a strategy rather than training a specific component, and the 

study by Rueda et al. (2005) found transfer in children between ages four and six, the 

children possibly being more susceptible to training than adults. Future research should 

investigate exactly how long training is required to train specific executive components or 

functions in different populations. 

  Furthermore, Damos and Wickens (1980) claimed that a shift towards parallel 

processing was the cause of a transfer effect after merely one day of training. However, the 

present design does not allow settling debates over parallel processing. Such enquiries are 

better investigated by the use of the PRP paradigm (Pashler, 1994). 

Future research should further investigate under what conditions successful transfer of 

training occurs. Why does training in some tasks transfer to other tasks, whereas others do 

not? Aspects like, neural correlates of transfer (Dahlin et al., 2008), the factor of strategy 

(Kramer et al., 1995), a shift in processing (Damos & Wickens, 1980), specific binding 

processes (Jaeggi et al., 2008), and executive attention (Kane & Engle, 2004) should be 

considered for better understanding of training and transfer effects. Interestingly, training of 

executive components and training of executive functions may differ in some respects. 

Executive component training can be relatively region-specific (Persson & Reuter-Lorenz, 

2008), whereas executive functions may depend on the functional connectivity between 

regions. Consider Osaka et al. (2004), finding that activity in the PFC and ACC were closely 

linked temporally in high WMC subjects, whereas activity was less so for the low-span 

subjects. The researchers argued that this connectivity was the basis for a more efficient 

attentional control over WM. 

To conclude, the present data suggest that training on a Dual N-Back task over a short 

five-day time-span proves rather task specific, not being transferred to the AOSPAN or the 

dual task. However, the study-design and the groups not performing equally in the pre-
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training session, make firm conclusions difficult. Significant correlations between the 

complex tasks indicate that a general cognitive ability predicts performance on these tasks. 

Moreover, as pre-training performance better predicted performance on the transfer task 

rather than did task-specific gains of training, the ability required for the Dual N-Back, the 

AOSPAN and the dual task is not easily trained in five days. However, the fact that groups 

differed in the pre-training session, but not on the transfer tasks may depend on an actual 

transfer effect from Dual N-Back training. 
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